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used on the Bonnaz machines, all of which be.
Be it known that I, EDWARD WRIGHT, of ing
well known,
further
thereof are
hereinillustration
omitted. and de
Worcester, in the county of Worcester and scription
In connection with the driving-shaft B, I
State of Massachusetts, have invented certain arrange
a gear, B, and intermeshing and op
new and useful Improvements in Sewing-Ma erated therefrom
of gears, EI, I, I, and
chines for Embroidering; and I do hereby de J, said latter gearsa train
being supported by a suit
clare the following to be a description of my able bracket or standard,
A', secured to the
said invention sufficiently full, clear, and ex frame A. Connected to the
gear J, and re
act to enable other's skilled in the art to which volving there with, is a pattern-plate
or cam,
it appertains to make and use the same, refer K, the face form of which depends upon
ence being had to the accompanying draw style of figure or design to be produced by the
the
ings, which form a part of this specification, machine, sets of cams K being interchangea
and in which
for the production of different designs at
Figure 1 represents a front view of such ble
pleasure.
parts of a sewing-machine for embroidering as E indicates a gear fixed on the sliaft E and
are necessary to illustrate the nature of my
with a reciprocating rack, L, which .
invention. Fig. 2 represents a vertical sec ismeshing
retained
move in suitable guides a in such
tion at linea ac, Fig. 1, drawn on a larger scale. manner thatto longitudinal
of said rack
Fig. 3 shows a modified form of cam, and Figs. L causes a rotary movementaction
of
the
shafts
4 and 5 illustrate two patterns of embroidery. Mindicates an arm or lever, pivotedEFG.
at its
This invention relates to machines of that upper end, In, to the bracket A', with its lower
class known as the “Bonnaz' machine, for extremity extended downward to engage with
embroidery-stitching, braiding, and similar the pin or lug l on the rack L. A lug or bear
work, invented by Antoine Bonnaz, and de
M', on the side of said arm M rests
scribed in Letters Patent Nos. 83,909 and ing-finger,
upon
the
face
of the cam K, so that revolution
83,910, dated November 10, 1868; and my inven of said cam imparts
swinging action to the
tion consists in the automatically - operating arm M, which, in turn,a reciprocates
rack L,
governor device, constructed and arranged as and operates the shafts EFG andthe
parts
hereinafter described, for controlling the ac nected therewith. Thus the face form ofcon
the
tion of the universal-feed mechanism in said cam K controls the action of the universal.
machines for the continuous production, in a
mechanism in the development of the de
uniform series, of a figure or embroidery pat feed
sign
upon the cloth or other material to be em.
tern, as more fully hereinafter explained, the broidered.
particular subject-matter claimed being here N indicates a spring, which acts on- the parts
inafter definitely specified.
opposition to the bar M, and serves to hold
It will be understood that the sewing mech in
the
lug M against the face of the cann K. in
anism, universal-feed motion, and other por the present
said spring is coiled about
tions of the machine not herein shown or spe the shaft E;instance
but it can be arranged in any
cifically described are to be constructed and suitable manner
for effecting the
arranged as in the ordinary Bonnaz machines desired result; ororbyposition
employing
a grooved cam
now in use.
that would move the arm in both directions
In the drawings, A denotes the frame; B,
might be omitted.
the driving-shaft; C, the universal-jointed feed theInspring
the operation of my improved devices a
bar with presser-foot c, for holding and guid continuous
movement of the cam or
ing the cloth; D, the needle-bar carrier; and pattern-platerotary
imparted from the driving
E, F, and G, the connecting-shafts, provided shaft B, while Kanisirregular,
or va
with intermeshing bevel-gears de f, whereby riable movement forward orintermittent,
backward as con
the simultaneous action of the feeding and trolled by the cam-face is transmitted
to the
looping devices above and below the table is shaft E, and thence to the universal-feed
mo.
effected. Said devices are arranged and colm tions of the machine, thus causing said feed
bined with the usual operating parts as now
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motion to develop the particular design re
quired, and to repeat said design in a perfect
and uniform manner at each revolution of the
governing-cam, and without any attention
from the operator.
By using a cam of the form shown in Fig.2
a design like Fig. 4 is produced, while a cam
similar to Fig. 3 causes the production of a de
sign similar to Fig. 5. Other designs can be
made by varying the form of cams, while the
pattern can also be more or less extended by
change in the relative size of the gears I I',
and to facilitate such change their supporting
stud I is made adjustable by means of the
curved slot a' in the bracket A'.
A curved segment may be used in lieu of
the straight rack I, and the governor nech

anism may be fitted to act on either of the
shafts E, F, or G without change in the result.
Automatic governing attachments such as
herein shown and described can be readily

applied to any of the Bonnaz machines now in

use
without material change in their present
mechanism.

What I claim as of my invention, and desire
to secure by Letters Patent, is
In combination with universal - feed mech
anism and shafts B and E as employed in a
Bonnaz sewing and embroidering machine,
the automatic governing mechanism consist
ing of the gears B, E, I, I, J, and E, the
pattern-plate or cam K, the arm or lever M,
aid the reciprocating rack L, said parts be
ing constructed and organized for operation
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
D.Witness
1879. my hand this 2d day of April, A.
EDWARD WRIGHT.
Witnesses:

CHAs. H. BURLEIGH,

J. WALTER SMITH,

